
After playing their 18 holes of golf, the last thing golfers want to do after a round is to play golf again, but playing any 
other sport is a completely different matter. Offering alternative sports ensures your members stay at the golf club 
for a lot longer whilst spending more on both food and drink, which increases the value of their membership and 
functions significantly. Financially it is a win-win situation for golf club members and a great attraction for golf 
societies too. Sports Simulators do not take up a great deal of room, as they can easily be installed in a redundant 
room or in a cabin to rejuvenate the club’s atmosphere. It is well worth your club committees discussing Sports 
Simulator opportunities as this can increase the club’s turnover significantly and demonstrate to club members 
that their golf club is moving forward rather than stagnating after the many lockdowns. Sports Simulators have 35+ 
popular sports playable, over 2,500 famous venues and 800+ game challenges. To ensure that the Sports Simulator 
is always fresh and exciting, there are regular free of charge updates with new sports, venues and challenges to keep 
your members fully entertained all year round. The Sports Simulator also offers attractive solutions for your pro shop 
as it contains several golf courses, exciting range challenges and the latest coaching features too. Not only is this a 
benefit for professional coaching, it is also a great alternative offering for members that are less inclined to play an 
outdoor course during inclement weather. If you are looking to increase turnover and enhance membership, 
it is well worth reviewing www.sportssimulator.com
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ENTERTAIN MEMBERS

GOLF CLUBS ARE NOW INSTALLING SPORTS SIMULATORS AS 
THEIR GOLFERS WISH TO BE ENTERTAINED FURTHER.  

http://www.sportssimulator.com
http://WWW.SPORTSSIMULATOR.COM
https://www.sportssimulator.com/
https://www.facebook.com/SportsSimulator/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sportscoachsimulator/
https://www.instagram.com/sports_simulator/
https://www.youtube.com/user/SportsSimulatorLtd/playlists

